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yugoslavia and the nonaligned world - project muse - yugoslavia and the nonaligned world alvin z.
rubinstein published by princeton university press rubinstein, z.. yugoslavia and the nonaligned world. the
conference on security and cooperation in europe ... - the conference on security and cooperation in
europe: implications for soviet-american detente i. introduction the conference on security and cooperation in
europe (csce, and formerly known as the european security confer ence),1 which was held in helsinki, finland
from july 30 to august 1, 1975, prompted heated discussion both of the terms of the final act of the conference
and the policy ... yugoslavia country reader table of contents - lawrence h. silberman 1975-1977
ambassador, yugoslavia ronald j. neitzke 1975-1978 consular officer, belgrade mark palmer 1975-1978
political counselor, belgrade sir austen chamberlain and the italo-yugoslav crisis over ... - achievement
was reached in when italy and yugoslavia signed the treaty of rapallo which settled the frontier between the
two countries, although the disputed city of fiume continued to constitute a problem. journal medical notes
in parliament - bmj - leaving italy for yugoslavia that he collapsed and died. ten minutes before his death he
had been busily engaged in dis- cussing plans with the other members of the mission, and seemed as bright
and efficient as ever. he died, as he had lived, in harness, and those who knew him are satisfied that he would
not have wished it otherwise. our sympathy goes out to his widow, who, sharing his ... university of sheffield
library. special collections and ... - discussion features colonel p. kemp, colonel a. palmer, e. raczynski, c.
pyromaglou, j. marjanovic, f.w. deakin, n. kogan, j. amery. 3. “britain and yugoslavia” by f.w. deakin. seconded
to special operations in 1941 and parachuted into montenegro in 1943 to offer british support to the yugoslav
partisans led by josip broz tito. his reporting on the yugoslav situation was considered to have ... a directory
of british diplomats: 1900-2011 - gulabin - 5 gibraltar and south atlantic/gibraltar and general: page 41
guidance and information policy (see information policy) hong kong/hong kong and indian ocean/hong helen
mayer harrison/newton harrison curriculum vitae - 1990 the sava river, yugoslavia, moderna galerija
ljublijana, slovenia, (catalogue. serbo-croatian, german serbo-croatian, german and english) april 4 - april 29
travelling to muzeju revolucije naroda hrvatske, zagreb, the bulgarian-yugoslav dispute over the
macedonian ... - yugoslavia’s expansionist intentions in the name of macedonism were blatantly apparent in
her plans for the creation of a south-slav federation or in its embroilment in the greek civil war. journal
medical notes in parliament - europe pmc - leaving italy for yugoslavia that he collapsed and died. ten
minutes before his death he had been busily engaged in dis-cussing plans with the other members of the
mission, and seemed as bright and efficient as ever. he died, as he had lived, in harness, and those who knew
him are satisfied that he would not have wished it otherwise. our sympathy goes out to his widow, who,
sharing his ...
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